
An Empowering MessageOf Self-ESteem for Children
In today's society, it seems that our children are faced with more difficult and greater challenges then
ever before. It is never really easy to be a kid, but there is something about today that is driving more
and more children to depression, uncertainty and even suicide at such young ages. Bullying has
become what seems to be uncontrollable. What if we can we teach our children at an early age, how to
love themselves just as they are? How to respect themselves for who they are, long before the fear
sets in or the bully arrives, whether there are non-traditional family surroundings, chronic childhood
illness or fear? What if we could do this before our children become the bully or become the victim?
Fear of not being good enough or different can cause all kinds of negative emotions and reactions to
life that can be carried with them for a very long time and in some, forever. I believe this book can is
the first step in creating not only an empowering childhood but an amazing future.
The Author-Dawn Krohberger
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www.jackoutoftheboxbook.com

SELF-ESTEEM WORKSHOP
Dawn is a Life Coach, she holds a special certification in elevating self esteem in children
while keeping it fun and adventurous. Her belief is that children are the heart beat of our
future. What happens to them now is shaping and molding them into the adults they are in
training to be. Some feel scared, some vulnerable and some just confused living with concern
or fear to something they heard or to the bully in school. There is fearful news in the media
and some "trouble" in the world right within their own surroundings. What do they talk
about? What are they sharing?
fhis workshop will help children identify their fears, allow them a safe place to talk and
empower them to make healthier choices. It all happens subtly while they play, converse and
tlreate. In this workshop while seemingly playing, children get the chance to make choices
based on self love and confidence rather than fear and ego.

Upcoming Workshops: For the calendar of events
www.jackoutoftheboxbook.com

The Book: Jack out of the Box is a story about a character known for centuries
as Jack in the Box. Through self-love and self-actualization, he finds a way to
choose life out side of his comfort zone while helping children find a way to
choose life outside of theirs.

Students at John F. Kennedy Intermediate were recently treated to a special

assembly with author Dawn Krohberger, who discussed her book, "Jack Out of the

Box." In this updated tale of the classic jack-in-the-box clown toy, Jack overcomes

fear and chooses a life outside of his comfort zone, a theme that helps elevate self-

esteem in young readers. During the assembly, Krohberger, a life coach who holds a

special certification in self-esteem elevation, encourages children to honor who they

are and to embrace their own unique character within. All of the participants

enthusiastically joined in to recite an affirming self-esteem pledge.

Published last December, "Jack Out of the Box" took nine months to write. The book

is available at several local libraries and schools in Suffolk County, and for purchase

via Balboa.com and the author's website, www.jackoutoftheboxbook.com~
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"Dawn Krohberger's "Jack out of
the Box" is a children's story of

empowerment, encouraging
children to go beyond their

comfort zones. Well illustrated
and entertaining, it contains an

important message of self-esteem
elevation for all children."

Dr. Joe Rubino

Contact Dawn
PO BOX 442

Babylon, NY 11702
Phone: 631-943-4869
selfesteemjack@gmaiLcom

Also available at Book Revue in Huntington, NY and Wallen's Natural Food in Patchogue and Briscoe Gift Shop in W. Babylon, New
York. In Michigan at the Self Esteem Shop in Royal Oak, MI and online at Balboa Press, Barnes and Noble, Amazon and more.
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